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Materials 
3 skeins, 100 g Jaipur colour 05 
 
Double pointed needles 4 mm 
Circular needles 80, 100 og 150 cm, 4 mm 
Stitch markers 
 
Measurements 
About 85 x 85 cm 

Hashtags for social media posts 
#hobbiidesign #hobbiiasters 
 

Buy the yarn here 
http://shop.hobbii.com/asters-baby-
blanket  

Knitting gauge 
20 sts x 34 rows = 10 cm in pattern 

Pattern information 
Start with double pointed needles. Switch 
to circular needles and work in the magic 
loop technique until there are enough sts to 
reach around the needle. Switch to a 
longer needle as the circumference 
increases. 
Increases are worked by casting the yarn 
over the needle, then working it as a stitch 
on the next row. Every fourth row is purled. 
 

Difficulty 
Hard, because of the cast-on technique. 
Aside from that, easy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Enjoy! 
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Pattern instructions 
 
Cast on 6 sts on 2 double pointed needles. 
Work 8 rows of stockinette flat, the first row a purled row. 
  
Continue with all 5 double pointed needles, working in the round. 
 
Now you pick up sts along the work as such: 
Pick up 6 sts along the left side of the work, 6 sts along the cast-on edge, and 6 sts along 
the right side ? 4 x 6 sts = 24 sts. 
 
Here is the beginning of row. Place a marker. 
  
Round 1: * yo, p6 *, repeat between ** until end out round = 4 yo’s = 4 increases. 
Round 2: * yo, k1, yo, k6 *, repeat between ** until end of round = 4 x 9 sts = 36 sts. 
Round 3: Knit. 
Round 4: * yo, k1, yo, k8 *, repeat between ** until end of round = 8 increases = 44 sts. 
 
Pace a marker around the st between increases (2nd st on every round) =  
4 markers. 
 
Switch to circular needle, 80 cm, and use the magic loop technique 
 
Now, the pattern is worked along with increases: 
 
Round 1: Purl. 
Round 2: * k until marked st, yo, k1, yo *, repeat between ** until end of round. 
Round 3: Knit. 
Round 4: * k until marked st, yo, k1, yo *, repeat between ** until end of round. 
Repeat these 4 rounds. 
 
Switch to circular needles, 100cm/150cm as your blanket gets bigger. 
When the work measures about 41 cm from the middle of the work, make 6 rounds of garter 
stitch (purl 1 round, knit 1 round, repeat twice more). 
Continue the increases on every 2nd row. Bind off loosely and weave in ends. 
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